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envi uses the esri arcgis platform as its backend. esri arcgis is used for file management,
raster and vector editing, and analysis. users who have previous arcgis experience can

work with envi data using the arcgis program. the envi interface is intuitive and makes it
easy to modify the settings in envi as needed. the user can use envi to create, modify,
and view a wide variety of raster and vector data formats. envi includes an extensive

library of functions for the raster data. these functions are used for creating maps,
creating digital elevation models (dems), editing tiles, and importing and exporting data.
an overview of the functions is available in the help menu. envi-met is a powerful, free

and open-source software system for the analysis and visualization of multispectral and
hyperspectral remote sensing imagery. using envi-met, users can analyze remote sensing

data quickly and easily, and visually present their findings in interactive 3d maps and
graphs. by default envi-met will integrate into your workstation, making it easy to use

during the analysis process. you can also easily share data with others on the web. envi-
met comes with a powerful set of modules for support of a wide range of operational

applications. these include advanced tools for generating orthorectified aerial
photographs, detecting objects in imagery, identifying and measuring features, and

mapping, classifying and extracting information from the data. note: the
activate.exeutility will be installed in install_direnvixxidlxxlicense_utilsbin.x86_64 with
read and execute privileges for all users. this means that after initial license activation,
any user with access to activate.execan modify the license availability for that product

installation. if the product is installed to a public directory on a computer, product
administrators can choose to restrict execute privileges on the activate.exefile to prevent

unauthorized use. for information on modifying file privileges, refer to your windows
system documentation, or contact a windows system expert.
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ENVI-met has already been used for the past 4 years to compare the role of vegetation in
the thermal comfort of the metropolitan area of São Paulo. We used it to simulate the

impacts of urban expansion in the costal area of the Metropolitan Area of São Paulo in the
Pantanal region of Mato Grosso do Sul State, Brazil, a biological hotspot that has been

pushed further inland during the past decades by urban sprawl and deforestation. ENVI-
met has been used in many research programs to help with the investigation of the

specific environmental interactions in cities to support the definition of urban solutions to
help mitigate climate change such as the urban biosphere. It has been used to improve

the quality of urban data in a given area; it can be used to create detailed representations
of vegetation in urban areas. It can identify areas that need targeted attention for specific

conditions and technologies, where there is need for a specific improvement in order to
mitigate the effects of climate change. This includes areas where there is large amount of

development; or where there is a need for the addition of green roofs in the area. We
need to analyze the growing impact of the urban sprawl on the environment and to have

realistic models for the assessment of urban climate. At the same time, we need to
achieve this without bringing in new variables into our analyses or using a large amount of

data. That is why we have developed a new, integrated methodology that enables us to
reduce the number of variables involved in the analysis. A key component to this

approach is the use of tools such as ENVI-met to simulate different scenarios of the
urbanization process. 5ec8ef588b
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